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E.J. Heinz(03/21/1978)
 
E.J. is a poet who is publishing his past/present work and lives in central I grew
up the oldest of five in a small town outside of Peoria, IL. His style presents to
position the past and present as such to bring about an understanding and sense
of how a person lives, feels, and experiences feelings and emotion. In all lines;
he attempts to show how tomorrow will always relate to our yesterday and bring
out the deep feelings of emotion that we all feel at times throughout our lives. He
is currently writing Periods of Black which will be a follow up to his first published
work entitled Periods of Blue (2011)
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A Soul To Tell
 
I need a soul to tell
One that's special
One that's true
I'm a widow in life
Standing alone I look and I breathe
I seek and I see
I'm just one that's all
And I need a soul to tell
 
E.J. Heinz
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Revelation
 
From the first touch the sands of time
Brought me to you from a miracle without a rhyme
From those hands that feel what I saw in your eyes
From our first touch I felt our love could never lie
Melting my heart flowing through channels of waves
When I watch you sleep I feel my soul will never fade
What has broken, who has walked upon our truth My failures….
To walk away, to live away, I just fell away
From the heat of the flame when we are on fire Of the times I had my family with
full desire Comes the time I wish to steal from the lord himself
For from a mother came my daughter so tiny, but herself
From our first wavelengths of such a true love Came a frequency transmitted
from far above My head spins after we have had; for so long, the best Like the
colors of flight we have lows from the highest crest
Deep emotions worthy of suppression long grip from before
Let alone I can only keep asking what is in store You came to me in my time of
need and led me to see
Now I just watch as the seasons change with you and me
From all these times, from the essence of the beginning
Like when the tears from your eyes when my baby took her first breath
These words; so mystical, our times; so pleasure full
Like wild senses gone into the realm of touch and bringing new life
You have been and always will remain a revelation of my lifetime
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Smile In The Sky
 
I look into the eyes of a stranger that knows no lies
I know this because the soul of it cries
Longing for resistance I move through this place
Distant and long the emotion
I feel does replace Hate with love
Words for reach
Known only to the reasons why we preach
It's time to move
Time to go
Move away from the fire below
Of God comes a creature that can only love to change
Buried are some, resurface to rearrange
When I see the ones in pain I feel all my anger is in vain
It is HE who gives me an understanding to pry
For it is for those who are not heard by their distant cry
When I look inside Strength will decide Living my life with a smile inside
It is this place I would like to hide Lives here, Is the smile in the sky
 
E.J. Heinz
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